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THE WORKING CLASS AS ZOMBIE:
SIMULATION AND RESISTANCE IN THE LATE

TWENTIETH CENTURY

Chris Doran

Baudrillard's obsession with simulation has prompted many of his
admirers to see TV as a privileged site for contemporary analysis .' Yet
Baudrillard himself has extended his analysis beyond the conventional
mass media and now includes sociological theory itself as simulational .
In particular, he has singled out the works of Marx and Foucault for
detailed criticism concerning their own simulation of 'reality prin-
ciples'.2
Although initially sympatheticto Marx, Baudrillard's laterwork sought

to undermine Marxism's unquestioned linguistic assumptions and to
show its oppressive rather than its emancipatory nature . Despite being
in general agreement with Foucault's historical analysis, Baudrillard
believes that it stopped just short of the "current revolution of the
system" ;3 when contemporary power, as well as theories ofsuch power,
became simulational . For Baudrillard, Foucault did not realize that
contemporary power is a dead power, one that has lost its embodied
referents andwhich is nowresurrected as amere sign system . As a result,
Baudrillard accused Foucault of collusion in the simulation of the'real' ;
because despite Foucault's apparent relativism, he still wanted to cling
to a `reality principle' .
Although Baudrillard's insights are suggestive, they remain at the level

of theoretical critique and are in need of empirical documentation. I
hope to make a start on this problem by examining an issue whichlinks
up Baudrillard's critique ofboth Marx and Foucault, namely the relation-
ship between the working class and state power since the rise of the
state-produced humansciences4 in the early nineteenth century. Specifi-
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cally, I want to analyse working class resistance to the imposition and
current operation of these state reality principles .
Inthe first partofthis paper, I will brieflyillustrate the death ofworking

class embodied experience and its subsequent resurrection as a simula-
tion model. I will demonstrate that throughout the nineteenth century,
the state imposed reality principles of science on workers' bodies .
Equally important, these same workers resisted by making reference to
a self-evident truth given by their common experience ; what Baudrillard
calls `parole' . 5 Nevertheless they were seduced. These sciences gave
them healthy bodies, yet killed their experiential knowledge.
With the emergence ofthe welfare state, the working class were then

resurrected as the state-created simulation model of `Labor' . As a conse-
quence, Labor's resistance to the state was nowmade part ofthe simula-
tion model itself. 6 As Kroker and Levin suggest,

all the socialmovements which bet on liberation, emancipation,
the resurrection ofthe subject ofhistory, ofthe group, ofspeech
as a raising of consciousness, indeed of a seizure of the uncon-
sciousofsubjects and ofthe masses are acting fully inaccordance
with the political logic of the system?

Thecentral problemnowappears and is the explicit focus of Part 2. If
this discursive power now works by means of its ability to produce
simulated versions of `resistance' as well as `reality', how then does one
actually resist? At first glance, Baudrillard's analysis appears to be of little
help . In fact, he seems to have just the opposite problem. Although he
accuses Foucault offabricating simulated models ofpower, we mightask
the same question of him. Is he also colluding in the creation of a
simulation model? Will his apparently relativistic theory become an
exercise in powerbecause it promises anew `truth' about contemporary
society? Granted, his state-produced sociological theory would be based
on a very different `reality principle', that power is always simulational
and operates by creating the `real' ; yet it is already suggesting itself as a
new model for contemporary sociological theorising, a kind of hyper-
relativism in which all privileged versions are constantly being de-
constructed . In opposition to this viewpoint however, I will argue that
Baudrillard, at one level, is doing quite the opposite . My claim is that
Baudrillard constantly practises a form of resistance to this spread of
simulation . Although he himselfsays there is nothing outside of simula-
tion, he constantly resists such a statement . Like the working class in the
nineteenth century, he does this by invoking a notion oftruth as given by
experience . However, this alternative interpretation ofBaudrillard is not
directly apparent in his content. Instead, it is hidden in his frame.

Hitherto, most sociological theory has tended to ignore questions
about the frame of analysis . This is a terrible neglect . By using analogies
from molecular biology and mathematics, I will show not only the
profitability of any analysis of `frame', but I will also show that Baudril-
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lard's own analysis operates as a contemporary virus. Consequently,
much of the paper will be concernedwith bringing this viral resistance
to the surface by juxtaposing thecontent ofhis analysis against its frame.
To do this, I will utilise an earlier form of viral resistance within more
conventional sociology, namely the ethnomethodological critique of
structural functional sociology.'

Finally, this analysis will prove helpful in my own formulation of a
contemporary means of resistance . I will conclude by suggesting that
contemporaryresistance mightspeak at the level ofthesimulation model
itself. It mightuse an encodedform ofparole ; the talk of zombies, those
whoknow they are dead butnevertheless insist on speaking the truth of
their own experience . An interesting and unexpected paradox thus
emerges. My analysis concludes by suggesting that contemporary socio-
logical theory need no longer be thoroughly dominated by relativism .
The notion of parole, suitably framed, may be capable of acting both as
a form of resistance and as one practical solution to the problem of
relativism within sociology.

The Death of Experience

Iwill beginby selectively illustrating the transformation oftheworking
class over the last century andahalfinto coded, discursive units, andthe
simultaneous deathoftheirembodied experience . Today, only officially-
created, scientific versions of their reality are acceptable . Nevertheless,
if the central problematic is that the working class have had certain
scientific interpretations imposed upon them, any theoretical analysis
must be especially careful not to repeat the same error itself . Thus one
initial problem is the type of methodology to be employed.

Parole: A New Methodology

Despite the originality of Baudrillard's thought, there are several
problems which prevent any straightforward application of his insights
to this analysis . First, his insistence that we treat Marxism as a code fails
to address a more important point for the working class. It was not
Marxismthat was imposedon their bodies but rather anothertheoretical
discourse, one put into place by the state. Consequently Baudrillard's
analysis is only a partial one. It fails to address how such theoretical
codes, such reality principles, were imposed in practice.
One way to understand the emergence of the working class as a

simulation model is, to return to early nineteenth-century Britain and to
document their codification by state officials like the factory inspec-
torate . Foucault is useful here notonly becausehe alerts us to thepowers
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of surveillance and discipline that the state started to impose, but also
because he locates the body as a privileged site on which this power
operates . Nevertheless, Foucault has certain limitations.
Although his work traces this rise ofthehumansciences as techniques

of state power imposed on the population, he fails to acknowledge not
only that 'class' was a meaningful concept at this time but that the
working class vehemently opposed these state impositions. And when
they were resisting this new discourse of power it was quite explicitly
because these new frameworks damaged their bodies .

Q. Yousay that you first went to work at the factory at the age
of 12 years; are you certain your legs were perfectly straight
when youbegan your work?
A. Yes, I am .
Q. Then you are sure that the present appearance ofyour legs is
owing to the work at the factory?
A. Yes, I first felt myself getting weak at the knees.
Q. Was that from standing too much?
A. Yes, we could not sit down but for a few minutes.9

This interchange is highly unusual. It comes from the 1832 Sadler
committee investigating factory workers' health . For almost the first and
last time in state history, the working class were allowed to speak directly
of their own concerns . No attempts were made by state officials to
formulate or reinterpret what was 'really' intended . Within months
however, a 'scientific' royal commission was introduced to discover the
same information. It would ask specific questions requiring specific
answers. This second commission marks the beginning of the state's
codification of working-class experience .
Hopefully, the analytic lesson is clear. We must discover working class

experience unmediated by state science. As analysts we must forego
theoretical interpretation, and instead give credence and prominence to
actors' own meanings . Baudrillard talks of parole as being akin to the
'spoken word', my aim is to encode such language and make it available
for analysis . This results in a rather novel methodology; an analysis of
howworking people actually interpreted their world at this time . They
interpreted these new codes as oppressive, and they vigorously resisted
them'° by making reference to a world of health that had immediate
practical relevance for them, onewhich needed no interpretation . Their
world was self-evidently obvious, because they shared a common cul-
tural and linguistic background, asymbolic order. They had no problem
understanding their world, it was changing it, whichwas the difficulty .

Seducing Working-Class Bodies

Elsewhere, I have described howthe symbolic worldwithin whichthe
working class understood their own bodies, became subjugated . As a

129
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result, bytheendofthenineteenth century theystarted accepting a state-
produced `official' version of their health." Here is an outline of that
transformation .
Despite our usual belief that thewelfare state wasa creation from the

ashes of WorldWar 2, its origins canin fact be traced back to the 1830s .
The original blueprint ofthis coded state as acombination of traditional
state interests inproperty andwealth, plus anewlyfoundconcern for the
subsistence of the masses, was all set out inJeremy Bentham'slastwork,
his Constitutional Code of 1832. He proposed a science of state power
in which the state would be all-powerful and discursive . Crucially, this
state was to be created by lowly state officials who would not only
enforce the law, but also obtain `scientific' information in order to
continuallyproduce the `greatest happinessofthegreatest number'. The
gathering of this information is what results in the codification of the
working class.

It is from the 1830s onwards that we get the explosion in state in-
formation. In Britain, the factory inspectorate, the poor law officers, the
numerous statistical societies, as well as the frequent royal commissions,
are all pre-occupied with obtaining informationon the working class. At
first, theworking class vehemently resist this codifying state and its new
techniques of codification . George Bull said the following at a public
meeting of factory workers in 1832 ;

If, instead of making us pay these men and for the printing of
these books, they had appointed a Committee of old washer-
womenand promisedthemtea-drinking, and left them todecide
whether children should work more than 10 hours a day, there
would have been some credit due to them . 'z

In 1833 workers wanted their health protected, yet the state's in-
troduction ofthe factory inspectorate was notwelcomed . It was seen as
ameansfor regulating only the worst excesses of the political economy
framework then in place; while the inspectors themselves were dis-
missed as state spies. '3 In the decades after the 1830s, the state's new
,sciences of the body' are increasingly imposed upon theworking class.
Fervent state officials constantly force working people into understand-
ing their bodies in ways that are conducive to state interests. For
example, by the 1870s, workers were being encouraged to see them-
selves in termsof`accident risks' . Theirearlierdemand for a non-specific,
general health preservation wastransformed . Astate-scientific discourse
about accident probabilities, created by thefactory inspectorate, led to
the problematisation of a much narrower concern, namely accident
compensation . As aresult, workers' earlier outright resistance has been
transformed into ambivalence . The 1880 Employers' Liability act allows
employers and workers to set up accident insurance schemes that will
provide small but certain payments, in return for workers not sueing
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their employers in courts . This, of course, leads to a definite improve-
ment in workers' immediatematerial existence. As one parliamentarian
said,

Nobody would contend that workmen were not in a more ad-
vantageous position under a system from which they derived
compensation in allcases ofinjury than they wouldbe ifno such
system existed."

And although many working people are starting to agree with this
evaluation, others steadfastly refuse this re-interpretation .

Theworkmennever cared forcompensation itself; it might have
been a necessity for their social circumstances, but no idea of
compensation ever urged them forward to agitate for the obtain-
ing of this Act; it was primarily, I may say, absolutely, with the
desire to protect their lives and limbs so far as human precau-
tions could do so. 's

Yettheseduction of the certainty of payments was toostrong . Eventu-
ally, nearly alltheworking classwere seduced. Today, anybodywhonow
mightargue foraversion of health outside theparameters ofthe welfare
state, is not only dismissed, but is not even understood . Health today
must only be comprehended within state-produced parameters .

Digitalized Bodies

Although Foucault proves very useful in analyzing this surveillance of
working-class bodies, he doesnot realize theextent ofthe transformation
which occurred in the World War 2 period and after. As Baudrillard
points out, the age of the panopticon is dead . Instead we have the
beginnings of simulation .

Tnith which is no longer thereflexive truth ofthe mirror, nor the
perspective truth of the panoptic system and the gaze, but the
manipulative truth of the test which probes and interrogates ."

The working class were placed in precisely this situation after World
War 2 . Afterthe collapse of both the frameworks of political economy
andparliamentary reform,"plus the ensueing Second World War, it was
strongly argued that the state should play a central role in the post-war
reconstruction . Thus the `recombinant state' emerged.
Like a cell concernedwith its ownself-reproduction, the post-'45 state

hadtheoneroustask of its ownself-reconstruction . In the molecular cell,
proteins (the essential building blocks ofthe cell), are produced through
their `translation' from amino acids via thecodifying action of DNA. In a
similar fashion after World War 2 working people's experiential world
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got `translated' into the official discourse ofLaborby the codifying action
of state sciences .
The gaze ofthefactory inspector or thepoor lawofficer was replaced

by theomnipresence ofthe `form', adevice totally embedded within this
newframeworkofcodedstate power. The questions it asks presuppose
the framework, and reproduce that framework in their answers . As
Baudrilard says,

Digitality is with us . . .the most concrete form yousee it in, is that
of the test, of the question/answer, of the stimulus/response."

Modern workers' compensation forms are one example of this lan-
guage of scientific state discourse. They ask questions to getsupposedly
objective answers. Yet the questions askedpresuppose only the relevant
informationwhichthe state wants. 19Throughout, health is downplayed,
accidents are prioritised, and diseases are made marginal; all by the
construction oftheform itself. Theworker's response is merely to fit him
or herselfwithin this pre-determined code . Thequestions are digitalized .
Yes/No responses are all that is required . Workers' health has become
codified into state interests .

Baudrillard is aware ofthe similarities between this type of endeavour
and our present day understanding of molecularbiology:

what biochemistry hypostatizes is the ideal of a social order
regulated by a kind ofgenetic code or micromolecular calculus
of PPBS (Planning Programming Budgetting [sic] System) that
irradiates the social body with its operational circuits .z°

The welfare state like the molecular cell, grows by recombination.
Rather than using thegenetic code as a means of growth, it uses the grid
of `objective' state science. Working class bodies have to be continually
encoded into scientific discourse. Vast amountsof contemporary statis-
tics andsocial scientific reports are premised on this digitalising process.
As a consequence, everyone must speak the official language which is
created from this process."

Sociological Viruses

As Benjamin has noticed, with the rise of modernity reproduction has
taken the place of production:

reproduction absorbs the process of production, changing its
finalities and altering the status of product and producer . . .the
fact that anything might be simply produced, as such, in two
copies, is already a revolution .zz
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In addition, I have suggested that themodern welfare state can also be
understood as a recombinantone . So howthen do we resist a system that
is based on these principles of reproduction and recombination? As
Baudrillard has suggested, resistance based on working-class subjective
action is now the property of the Marxist code which insists on trans-
forming working-class speech into the discourse of labor power.23 Yet
spontaneous working class resistance is either ignored or transformed
into coded discourse.24 Thus there appears little choice . Contemporary
resistance must be put forward discursively, i.e ., as disembodied. But
how is this to be done?
The answer lies in understanding the behaviour of viruses in con-

temporary biology and by showing parallels in both modern mathe-
matics and sociology. Hofstadter makes a direct comparison between
viruses and Godel's theorem within mathematics.

The analogue of Godel's theorem is seen to be a peculiar fact,
probably little useful to molecularbiologists (towhom it is likely
quite obvious) . It is always possible to design a strand of DNA
which, if injected into a cell, would upon being transcribed,
cause suchproteins to bemanufactured as woulddestroy thecell
(or the DNA) and thus result in the non-reproduction of that
DNA. . . an invading species ofvirus enters a cell by some surrep-
titious means, and then carefully ensures the manufacture of
proteinswhichwill have the effect ofdestroying thevirus itself. 25

He continues by describing exactly how this is done,

What actually happens when viral DNA enters a cell? Thevirus
hoes', to speak anthropomorphically, that its DNAwill get ex-
actthe same treatment as theDNAof the host cell . This would
mean getting transcribed and translated, thus allowing it to
direct the synthesis of its own special proteins, alien to the host
cell, which will then begin to do their thing. . . In a way this
resembles the story of the Trojan Horse.26

Godel's genius was to introduce self-reference into mathematics; to
make it self-reflective and introspective. The unsettling consequence
wasthat Godelintroduced incompleteness as a fundamental attribute of
mathematics. Ethnomethodology (EM) achieved a similar result within
structural-functional sociology by using thesame methods. It introduced
the uncertainty of relativism as fundamental to the sociological enter-
prize. Both GodelandEM operated as viruses within their respective dis-
ciplines .
As a result, sociological theory has remained at this meta-sociological

level ever since. In the English-speaking world relativism has become an
orthodoxy, while Baudrillard has developed similar insights into his
theory of simulation . Nevertheless, despite Baudrillard's apparent rela-
tivism, his theory tacitly re-introduces anotion oftruth into sociological
theory, but at yet another meta-sociological level. In other words, it too
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isviral. Butbefore I candemonstrate thisviral nature ofBaudrillard's own
work, we must first become comfortable with themore general features
of contemporary viruses.

Viral Strategies

The godelian/ethnomethodological virus involves introducing a self-
referential paradox into the disciplines ofmathematics andsociology . In
both cases, a variation on the famous Cretan paradox is utilized . As is well
known, the Epimenides paradox entails the Cretan, Epimenides, making
the famous self-referential statement "all Cretans are liars." This utter-
ance canbe interpreted on twolevels . At the content level, it refers to the
general category ofpeople-Cretans ; but at the level offrame, it refers to
Epimenides himself, because he is a Cretan . As a result of this self-
reference, a recursive loop is generated inwhichthe truth orfalsity ofthe
statement cannot be determined . Consequently, one can now under-
stand this sentence at a higher logical level ; not as a simple statement
about the veracity ofCretans, but as a formal paradox-asentence whose
truth value constantly oscillates .z'

In order to reproduce this paradoxwithin modern science, a method
for creating interpretations at the level of both frame andcontent had to
be introduced . In mathematics, 'godel numbering' fulfilled this task .

numbers are made to stand for symbols, and sequences of
symbols. . . and this coding trick enables statements of number
theoryto be understood on two different levels : as statements of
number theory and also as statements about statements of
number theory.28

Within sociology, the use of ethnomethodology accomplished a simi-
lar encoding task . At one level EM described the social order produced
by ordinary members in society . But at another level, it gave meta-de-
scriptions of that social order; that is, it could also produce analyses of
sociological descriptions ofthe social order. 19 This was possible because

the interpretiveprocedures bywhich the positivistic sociologist
produces and sustains a sense of social reality are effectively no
different from those employed by ordinary members of society
to achieve the same .3o

Having identified the main elements of the viral strategy, let me now
show how the paradox is constructed . Both of them follow a three part
sequence . First, Godel introduced his numbering system for expressing
conventional arithmetic notation . He showed that it was possible to
assign a unique number to each arithmetical sign and symbol . For
example,
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EM also constructed a system for translating the world of everyday life
into social theory . EM told us how the social world was continually
created by the tacit and unnoticed interpretive techniques used by
ordinary people in their everyday lives . In other words, it described the
framework of the social world, rather than its content. For EM, the
problem of producing correct versions of social reality was unanswer-
able .

The basic theoretical question was no longer to be the obsti-
nately unanswerable one ofwhy 'in principle' social order is as
it is (or claimed to be). Rather it was to become that ofhow'for
practical purposes' are particular manifestations ofsocial order
achieved. z

The ethnomethodological solution was to studyhowordinary people
produced versions of their reality, which if not correct in any scientific
sense, were correct for theirpractical purposes . As aresult, descriptions
of howsocial orderwascreated could then be represented within social
theory. Forexample, afamous experiment byGarfinkelshowed howthe
social order of 'normal' femaleness was an extraordinarily complex
social construction . Agnes, a dubiously sexed person, was able, by
utilising a myriad of artful practices, to produce himself/herself as
'normally female', although in many other'biological'facets, s/he might
have been considered amale .33 The second part ofthis viral analysis is to
show that, like Godel, EM canbe used to refer to sociology itself. That is,
it can introspect and reflect upon itself. Mehan and Wood have given a
good overview of the thrust of this type of ethnomethodological re-
search . It consisted of analyses of how sociologists themselves con-
structed 'objective' social science by using the very same common sense
interpretive techniques as ordinary people did. Priorto this, sociological
description had always prided itself on being scientific, that

sociology. . .is capable of producing descriptions and explana-
tions ofsocial phenomenawhichcorrespond with actual events
in the world.3

Constant Godel
sign number meaning3 l

V 2 or
= 5 equals
0 6 zero
s 7 the immediate successor of
( 8 punctuation mark

9 punctuation mark
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Nevertheless, the insertion of EM into sociology produced the op-
posite conclusion . For example, in an analysis of how sociologists
conduct their research, Cicourel showed that the very process of pro-
ducing objective data constantly requires common sense interpretation .

The interviewer and therespondent mustengage in interpretive
work in deciding if a response is appropriate . Yet this interpre-
tive work is neither part of the sociologists' theory nor of their
method .3s

Thus, sociology could not give objective statements about the world
because sociologists were always interpreting the world in twodifferent
ways. In content, they interpreted it as sociologists ; but in method, they
interpreted it as ordinary `members' of society. The conclusion which
thus emerged was that traditional sociological knowledge could not
retain its scientific validity because of this pervasive presence of mem-
bers' interpretive practices.
The third step of the analysis is to reflect upon analyses of sociology

that ethnomethodologists themselves performed . Mehan and Wood
were writing within a frameworkwhich proclaimed itself as sociologi-
cal, that is, they saw themselves as sociologists . Thus, we might expect
when reading their own analysis to accept their findings as valid. But the
actual content of their analysis said that sociology could not be true
because the methods used to get `objective' data were merely the same
common sense methods used by ordinary people . Acrucial problem thus
emerged. By being sociologists, MehanandWood should have expressed
a truth, but the truth they expressed was that sociology was flawed .
The higher level interpretation that then hits us, is that their own

analysis must also be flawed . The analogywith the Cretan paradox now
becomes obvious. Because they as analysts can also be interpreted on
two levels, as ethnomethodologisal sociologists and as culturally compe-
tent members of the social world, they too were tacitly using common
sense, interpretive methods to construct their owncritique ofsociology .
Thus no type of sociology whatsoever, could produce objective state-
ments about the world because tacit common sense interpretations
couldneverbe banished . EM, in a very prosaic andmundanemanner, had
convincingly demonstrated the relativism that lurked in the shadows of
conventional sociology . In other words like mathematics, sociology was
incomplete .36

Resistance as Virus

By using a similar viral strategy an opposite conclusion can be pro-
ducedfrom Baudrillard's work,namelythat relativism is not all pervasive .
In order to demonstrate my proposed solution a modified Godelian
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construction, called in mathematics an `explicit Henkin sentence', will
be used .37
The Godelian theorem/virus was, as we have already seen, a suicidal

one because, "strings of the Godel type . . . assert their unproducibility
within specific formal systems. "38 As a result, Godel's theoremdestroyed
earlier hopes of completely formalizing mathematics.39 The Henkin
sentence is also a virus but it is one that can reproduce itself in the host
system . As Hofstadter explains,

this phage [Henkin virus -CD] asserts its own producibility in a
specific cell, and the sentence asserts its own producibility in a
specific formal system . They can be constructed exactly along
the lines of Godel sentences, the only difference being the
omission of a negation .4°

Theequivalent of the Godelian sentence was "all Cretans are liars ." Its
equivalent in ethnomethodological terms wouldbe "sociological knowl-
edge is not scientifically correct ." This type of sentence introduces
relativism into sociology when it is realized that sociologists constantly
use members' interpretive practices . With the `omission ofthe negation'
this sentence becomes "sociologicalknowledge is scientifically correct . "
And it is to the detailed construction ofsuch a Henkin sentence-virus that
I will now turn . To produce this Henkin sentence, one copies the
godelian construction but one starts from a meta-sociological position .
One begins with the acknowledgement ofrelativism as an accepted and
common feature oftoday's world, that social analysis today has accepted
the veracity of meta-sociological analyses . As already indicated, the rise
of relativism stems quite straightforwardly from the ethnomethodologi-
cal-Godelian critique of sociology . In this sense, all relativists might be
regarded as meta-sociologists . They understand that their accounts are
always less than objectively true . They nowstand at a higher logical level,
able to treat sociology itself as an object of inquiry, with Baudrillard
himselfas an archetypal meta-sociologist . My own methodologyhas also
demonstrated its awareness of this relativist critique of the social sci-
ences. Forexample, I have applied the ethnomethodological device of
taking ordinarypeople's talk seriously, as well as accepting the provision-
ary and interpretive nature of my own analysis .4'
Despite their claims to relativism, relativists can indeed be shown to

proclaim a truth value, but that this is done tacitly, in terms of their
method. They tacitly proclaim a truth based on the grounds of their own
cultural experience or, as Baudrillard might say, the Symbolic order. In
order to construct this Henkin paradox, it is once again necessary to
place frame against content. We have already seen how EM acted as a
coding device for analyzing the frame of sociological theory . Now my
parole-methodology will be used as a coding device for analysing the
frame of Baudrillard's theory . My historical analysis of the working-class,
symbolic world has its counterpart in the first step of the godelian
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analysis, the ability to code the framework of number theory into
numbers, or the ethnomethodological ability to code members' knowl-
edge into a sociological system . In my historical analysis I discovered that
relativism was a totally different problem in the early nineteenth century
than it is today. I examined ordinary working-class experience, its mem-
bers' parole, and came up with some surprising results . Then the
working class saw social scientific knowledge quite straightforwardly as
relativistic, and incapable of telling them the truth of their own experi-
ence . They also sawit as oppressive andas a means by which state power
was imposed on them. Hence they resisted it vehemently . In its place,
they appealed to a self-evident truth which had no difficulty expressing
itselfas such, despite its background in their common symbolic experi-
ence.
The second step in this Henkin construction is to pose the problem of

self-reference . That is, my methodology applied to Baudrillard's work
itself. Baudrillard's theory is about how codes of meaning are imposed .
Yet he says little about how they were imposed, whether they were
resisted, or how they were resisted . With my methodology, I show how
state officials have imposed relativistic codes of meaning since the early
nineteenth century . Thus, when we introspect on Baudrillard's writings,
it might appear at first, as if Baudrillard is following in this long tradition .
He is a state official, a university lecturer and thus, in some sense, a
modern counterpart of the state officials of the nineteenth century. He
can be interpreted as imposing his relativistic knowledge on others, via
a claim to social scientific truth, albeit at this meta-sociological level of
truth as relativism .

Nonetheless, the insertion of my parole-methodology into Baudril-
lard's theory will show that in his practice, he does the opposite ofwhat
he says in his content . Whenwe examine his actual textual practices, he
too resists relativistic state-produced knowledge ; in this case, his very
own theory . He does this by tacitly appealing to experiential validity . At
first, such an appeal might appearworthless, seeming to hold little or no
truth value . Yet these types of appeal are a well-accepted but unnoticed
feature of the sociological relativists' position . Let me explain .
Although ethnomethodologists examined members' knowledge, they

only saw it in terms of the limits that it put on objective, sociological
knowledge . Because it could not guarantee objective scientific truth they
concluded that it introduced relativism . They did not examine the other
interpretation hidden within their own analysis ; namely that this mem-
bers' knowledge, which they themselves shared, was not disputable .
That is, they treated it as their bedrock, as self-evident .

This knowledge had a truthvalue derived only from its common shared
experience. There was never any need to prove its truthfulness, because
everybody took it for granted . It was true "for all practical purposes." In
effect, the acceptance of such self-evident knowledge ensured one's
membership within this sociological community . But, although these
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ethnomethodologists saw this members' knowledge as inferior to objec-
tive scientific knowledge, they never disputed its `for all practical pur-
poses' veracity . In fact, because it was such an assumed part of their
background knowledge, all they thought possible was that it might be
explicated and brought to the surface . Also for the `practical purposes'
of doing sociological research, these ethnomethodologists completely
accepted the veracityofthis members' knowledge, andby incorporating
it into their scientific research, made it scientifically valid. At this
juncture, I argue, they ceased being relativists because they were now
tacitly insisting on the truth of their common, shared experience .

It is this other hidden interpretation ofethnomethodology, its truth as
experience and for "all practical purposes," that I want to prioritize . This
fact allows me to reverse the polarity of ethnomethodology's godelian
equivalent, and to construct the content of the Henkin virus. My claim
now becomes `sociological knowledge may be correct' rather than
fallible, because relativistic sociologists themselves tacitly accept the
truth oftheir owncultural competence . Truth, for the practicalpurposes
of doing sociological research, can now be guaranteed not by scientific
objectivity but by one's membership in acommon culture. In a sense, this
is similarto the early assertion byfeminists that they could speak a'truth'
given by their common experience . Yet because their common experi-
ence typically involves powerrelations, theirtheorizing always involves
an awareness of such relations . Unfortunately the ethnomethodologists
accepted, as culturally given, the stability ofthe social order and saw no
power relations at work. Thus the sociology they produced had no
concernwith power. My work, as mightbe expected, has more similari-
ties with this feminist research . Themajor difference with my analysis is
that its reliance on parole is made at a different logical level, as I hope will
become apparent later.
This appeal to the truth of cultural experience is present throughout

Baudrillard's writings and reflects his own personal involvement in acts
of resistance, such as the events of May 1968 in France . In his earlier
works, the truth value given to the symbolic realm was obvious: 42

Utopia wants speech against power and against the reality
principlewhich is only thephantasm ofthe system and its indefi-
nite reproduction . It wants only the spoken word, and it wants
to lose itself in it . 43

While in another text, he writes,

SIMULATION AS RESISTANCE

only that which assumes its meaning through continual recip-
rocal exchange eludes exchange value, in the gift and the
counter-gift, in the ambivalence of an open relationship, and
never in a final relation of value . 44

Throughout, Baudrillard proffers the symbolic order against the world
ofthe code, but he does not try to interpret it . His notion ofthe symbolic
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comes not just from the writings ofpeople like Levi-Strauss, but from his
own experience in the symbolic order . For example, he says with regard
to power, "each person knows deep down that any form of power is a
personal challenge, a challenge to the death. "45 And in several other
places, he utilises other aspects of parole, "something in all men pro-
foundly rejoices in seeing a car burn . "46These assertions are not scientifi-
cally established, rather they are 'true' because they appear self-evident
to Baudrillard ; "something in us disaccumulates unto death, undoes,
destroys, liquidates and disconnects so that we can resist the pressure of
the real, and live . "47Thus like the working-class resistance ofthe last cen-
tury, Baudrillard resists by using parole . But unlike the working class of
the nineteenth century, Baudrillard's resistance is at a higher logical
level . It is at the level of the code itself; it is scientific!48
At this point, the analogy-in-reverse with structural functional soci-

ology should be made explicit . Structural functionalists proclaimed
`objective truth' but in their tacit 'methods' they used relativistic, ex-
perientially-based, common sense techniques of interpretation . Baudril-
lard does the opposite . He proclaims a relativistic position for his own
theory, but in his textual methods, he constantly appeals to a tacit, self-
evident notion of truth, adequate for his 'practical purposes .' This tacit
use of parole is constant throughout his work.
The third and final step in our imitation of the godelian strategy is to

intensify the self-reference again and to understand the position of my
own analysis. Like Baudrillard, I too am aware of the recent devel-
opments in sociological theorizing and the world of relativism that we
now inhabit . I understand full well that my analysis is an interpretation,
one ofmany possible ones; that it is meta-sociological . Yet when I reflect
upon my own tacit, textual practices in the way that I investigated
Baudrillard's and those of the working class in the nineteenth century I
also have to acknowledge that my analysis, in terms of its textual
methods, used similar working-class strategies and truths . I too accepted
the veracity of the self-evident understanding of the nineteenth-century
working class and did not seek to discover 'what they really meant' .

I too have tried to resist the colonizingpower of the social sciences, by
appealing, without interpretation, to the assertions of working-class
experience . But then perhaps that should not be too surprising . Like the
ethnomethodologists who came to the realization that they themselves
incorporated dual interpretive capacities, as sociologists and as compe-
tent members ofsociety,49 I too must acknowledge my dual membership
that is based on both my sociological training and my cultural back-
ground .

Like the ethnomethodologisal critique ofsociology but onlyin reverse,
the end result is that, atthe level ofcontent, I claim that my paper is a rela-
tivistic one, yet I am forced to acknowledge that, in my method, I have
tacitly expressed the veracity ofworking-class parole, based on my own
shared cultural background . Like the Epimenides paradox, it forces us to
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move to ahigher level of interpretation . At this level, my paper, via the
textual methods utilized, tacitly says that it is not relativistic because it is
based on my shared cultural belief in the veracity of experience and
distrust of state science. Like the nineteenth.century opponents to the
codifying state who resisted via appeals to the self-evident truth of their
own bodies, I too have made a similar claim, albeit from within the
framework of state science, rather than from outside . The conclusion
reached is outrageously naive, yet the methods used to produce it reflect
conventional and well-accepted procedures within recent sociological
theory .

Finally, we have finished the construction of our explicit Henkin
sentence . I have tried to show in a formal way a means of resisting the
simulation effects ofmuch ofcontemporary social scientific theorizing .
As I also suggested, the results are not what might have been imagined .
One form of resistance to the simulation effects of modern sociology is
to insist on the truth (for all practical purposes) of experience, by
exploiting the analyst's dual membership both within the sociological
community and as a `member' of a cultural community. Here truth is
guaranteed, not byrigorous scientific methods, but bythe analyst's mem-
bership in a community.
As a youngster growing up and loathing the prospects of working at

Vauxhall Motors like my father, it was not difficult forme to choose the
alternative offurther education. Yet it is here where one realizes that the
contemporary simulated versions of Labor are at odds with one's own
experience ;5° they are mere sign systems.

labour is no longer a force. It has become a sign among signs. . .
all that is asked ofyou isnot that you produce, northat you make
an effort to surpass yourself. . .but that you be socialised . 5 '

Throughout my academic socialization it wasclear that the theoretical
discourses ofsociology, even the sympathetic ones like Marxism, did not
describe my experience . Yet the paradigms of structural functionalism
and Marxism provided the dominant ways of understanding social
experience .

Nevertheless, it is obvious to me and many others that, today, power
is becoming lodged in the different forms of media. UB 40 in a cryptic
note on the importance of reggae music in their early experience sug-
gested that the reggae they loved was "reggae before it was discovered
by cops, sociologists, and TV producers." 5z More recently, John Lydon
has made a similar Baudrillardian point, succinctly and rather bluntly
claiming that, "The written word is a lie .,, 53 Nevertheless in the realm of
the academy, such voices have largely been ignored .
We membersof the simulated working class know ourquandary . It is

of no use to call for the articulation of working-class experience ; that
possibility was colonized some time ago. In the process, working-class
embodied experience was destroyed, codified, and resurrected as a
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simulation model. Consequently, any contemporary resistance must, I
suggest, fully accept this death, andinstead produce itselfinterms ofthis
resurrected experience .54 We must resist at the level of the simulation
model itself, that is, of scientific discourse.

You cannot defend against the code with political economy or
`revolution' . . .All dissentmust beofa higher logical type thanthatto which it is opposed. [It is] thus necessary to play a game ofat
least equal complexityin orderto be in opposition tothird-order
simulation."

Thegame played in this paperwasto produce an analysis which, at the
level of framework, i.e ., the simulation model, was seductive. One way
to get out of the quandary of relativism wasby moving to ahigher logical
level, the meta-meta-sociological! Simultaneously, this claim acted as a
means of resistance to contemporary simulation . I argued for a truth
value which pointed' beyond relativism, namely the veracity given
through common cultural experience . While such a position was im-
plicit in the sociological relativists' position, I have drawn a higher-level
interpretation out of that tacit dimension of relativistic social science. I
suggested that at the level of frame,: relativism could be avoided by
appealing to an experiential truth based on common cultural experi-
ence.
But at the level ofcontent, I found that the culture I belong to has been

consistently antagonistic to such scientific discourse . Most social science
merely dismisses working-class culture as being "anti-intellectual," but
another interpretation is hidden within that dismissive stance ; that
historically this anti-intellectualism constituted away of resisting the de-
struction ofworking-class experience by the onslaught of this science of
state power. Yet with the generalization of this simulation model after
1945 andthe rise of anewgeneration totally immersed in this simulation
experience, the necessity of resistance at a higher logical level emerges;
resistance to the simulation framework of state science itself.
Coded biological organisms can be resisted by the action of viruses

which are understood as being neither dead or alive. Coded society can
be resisted by the action of zombies who are also understood as being
neither dead or alive . That is, at the level of frame, I insisted that we
understand ourselves as coded, that we must operate within the simula-
tion model itself, that we must formulate ourselves within the disembod-
ied discourse of contemporary science. But at the level of content, I
suggested that we must heed ourparticular cultural backgrounds. And in
my case, as I have documented, this demonstrated itself as antagonistic
to much of state science, a discourse seen not only as seductive but as
oppressive. This paradox of frame versus content, which I have set up,
is not unintentional.
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